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Crossing the Line
Blasphemy, Time, and Anonymity

colin jager

According to anthropologists and sociologists, the sacred depends 
upon boundaries. “Things set apart and forbidden” is how Émile 
Durkheim defi ned the sacred in The Elementary Forms of Reli-
gious Life (1915), emphasizing that sacred things were set apart in 
such a way that they became the center of the social whole.1 For 
Durkheim, religion began when social groups performed rituals as 
a way of binding together a community; these actions produced 
a sense of the sacred, rather than the other way around. The true 
content of religion was to be found, then, in the manner in which it 
enabled humans to represent to themselves the social unit of which 
they were a part. In his desire to sort the sacred from the profane, 
Durkheim almost certainly overemphasized the coherence of the 
social whole.2 But the point remains that cultures, even loosely or-
ganized ones, depend upon separation, the demarcation of bound-
aries, and the leveling of injunctions against their violation.

Examples of such a dynamic abound. Early in Terrence Ma-
lick’s 2011 fi lm The Tree of Life, for instance, a father tells his 
very young son Jack to stay out of the neighbor’s yard. He draws 
a faint line in the grass with a stick: “You see this line? Let’s not 
cross it. You understand?” We know, of course, that this is futile: 
no physical barrier exists here, just an imaginary line that no tod-
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dler will be able to comprehend, much less respect. Not surpris-
ingly, the next scene shows Jack playing happily on the far side, 
and the father calling him back. There is a deep sense in which the 
father’s gesture is a futile one: to draw a line, or create a forbid-
den zone, is also to invite its violation. Indeed, transgression seems 
built into the idea of a boundary itself: we may know cognitively 
where the lines are drawn, but we don’t really experience their 
power until we cross them.

Later in The Tree of Life, Malick returns to the scene of trans-
gression: driven by a need he cannot quite fathom, the teenaged 
Jack sneaks into the same neighbor’s bedroom and examines a 
woman’s undergarments, even laying a negligee carefully on the 
bed and stroking it reverently. Then, wracked with guilt, he tries 
to bury the offending item, and when that fails he throws it into 
a river and watches it fl oat away downstream. The scene is easily 
read as Jack’s confused attempt to distinguish his feelings for his 
mother from his burgeoning sexual awakening, but the point to 
emphasize, again, is that the entire episode has been in effect pre- 
scripted by the father’s initial command not to cross the line.

Religious discourse provides some of the oldest expressions of 
this movement of separation, injunction, and transgression: in 
Genesis, God tells Adam, “You may freely eat of every tree of the 
garden; but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall 
not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall die.”3 Here, too, 
the end of the story is built into its beginning. For the tempta-
tion of Eden is knowledge, and in succumbing to such temptation 
Adam and Eve acknowledge that Eden is not the whole world, 
not the fully complete place that it seemed. They knew, somehow, 
that there was more to know.4 According to the writer of the story, 
when they ate from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, “the 
eyes of both were opened, and they knew that they were naked” 
(Genesis 3:7). Then Adam and Eve hide themselves, and when God 
asks them why they are hiding, Adam replies that they are naked. 
God’s response is one of the strangest in all of Scripture: “Who told 
you that you were naked?” (Genesis 3:11). Since the only possible 
answer is “no one told us,” the question is sometimes interpreted 
as an allegory of the birth of self- awareness. It may be that knowl-
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edge is like nakedness: to learn it of oneself is to learn that it has 
been there all along. Yet becoming conscious of it changes things: 
to realize that we are naked is also to realize that there is an outside 
to our experience of the world as it is. Indeed, Adam and Eve’s na-
kedness could be seen as the fi rst step in that story: our early warn-
ing that we will go our own way.

In Genesis, the ability to see oneself as if from the outside is 
called “nakedness.” We tend to call it by other names. Hegel may 
have been the fi rst to theorize it fully, as self- consciousness; Charles 
Taylor calls it “radical refl exivity” and identifi es it as the central 
characteristic of the modern self. Taylor writes that in the stance 
of radical refl exivity we adopt a fi rst- person view of the world, be-
coming “aware of our own awareness.” There is “something that 
it is like to be an experiencing agent,” and consequently our own 
experience becomes the object of our attention.5 This is a mental 
attitude available at least since Augustine, Taylor tells us, though 
it is not widely distributed until the early modern period. Such re-
fl exivity is often central to stories of secularization, for it gives to 
modern spiritual life a distinct feel: disembedded, perhaps rather 
tentative.6 Henceforth, we live our faith self- consciously— in the 
knowledge that, however fi rmly we hold to it, there are others out 
there who hold equally fi rmly to something else.

In a well- known essay titled “Secular Criticism,” Edward Said 
tells his own version of this story, though he draws a different 
and less somber conclusion. Said describes modernity as the loss 
of “fi liation” with a natal home or place. In consequence, people 
search for a way to reconstitute that experience through the cre-
ation of a new community.7 Whether progressive (e.g., socialism) 
or reactionary (e.g., nationalism), such affi liations risk dogmatic 
formulation. Thus the role of the secular critic is to interrupt that 
affi liative process and question its legitimacy. Contrasting the “the 
quasi- religious authority of being comfortably at home” with the 
consciousness of exile and homelessness that is for him the mark of 
a critic, Said informs his readers that the perspective of exile “in-
troduces circumstance and distinction where there had only been 
conformity and belonging.” Thus, he writes, “there is distance, or 
what we might also call criticism” (“sc,” 16, 15). Said’s concep-
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tion of criticism renders it an extrinsic discourse no less essential 
to social relations; the sign of the outsider, it is also the rift that 
grounds political contestation.

And yet if what I have said about boundary drawing is correct, 
then it is too simple to merely oppose fi liation, homecoming, and 
belonging to refl exivity, distance, or “what we might also call criti-
cism.” Eden is no closed system. It wouldn’t be Eden without the 
interdict, which means that the beginning of Eden is also its end: 
nakedness was always there. The fl aming sword that God places at 
the gate after he expels Adam and Eve simply makes explicit what 
was implicit even before the banishment: there is no way Adam 
and Eve can return, even if they wanted to, since to be in Eden is 
already to be exiled from it.

In this essay I consider three examples of blasphemy, a “pro-
fane speaking,” as the OED has it, with the emphasis on speech as 
a dramatically enacted violation of the sacred, a crossing of the 
line. The fi rst instance, Pussy Riot’s brief concert in a Moscow ca-
thedral, consists of shouted slogans and symbolic actions. The sec-
ond, Archbishop Moses Tay’s attempt to exorcise the totem poles 
in Vancouver’s Stanley Park, confronts sacred objects with a sym-
bolic violence that ironically signals respect. And the third, drawn 
from a sonnet by Percy Shelley about the Pharaoh Ramesses II, 
takes us to the origins of monotheism itself, rendered as the icono-
clastic shattering of a secular god in favor of a god without a face.

Blasphemy is not simply a violation of space. Crossing into un-
hallowed space also releases a new relationship to time, provok-
ing a process of revelation that would otherwise remain bottled 
up. We can see this already in my opening examples: in Malick’s 
fi lm, the forbidden space reveals the new kind of time (of adult-
hood, of sexuality, of mortality) upon whose verge the adolescent 
Jack stands; in Genesis, eating from the forbidden tree brings death 
into the world, and God consequently decides to drive Adam and 
Eve out of the garden because they “might reach out . . . and take 
also from the tree of life, and eat, and live forever” (Genesis 3:22). 
God’s anxiety is strange and under- motivated, since he could pre-
sumably think up other ways to prevent Adam and Eve from eating 
from the tree of life. And why should God be worried if humans 
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live forever? This is a moment when divine time and human time 
slide over each other without engaging.

As I proceed, then, blasphemy will come to seem as much an ex-
perience of time as a violation of space. This conceptual shift can 
serve to remind us that refl exivity is built into religion as much as 
it is built into secularism. This means more than simply pointing 
out that secularism does not have exclusive rights to the metaphors 
of exile and distance— though that is certainly true. It also suggests 
that blasphemy is less a mode of heroic defi ance than a posture 
inclined toward homelessness and anonymity. The politics of that 
gesture, as I hope to show, are anything but predictable.

Pussy Riot’s Punk Prayer

On February 21, 2012, fi ve members of a Russian punk collec-
tive called Pussy Riot entered the Cathedral of Christ the Savoir in 
Moscow.8 Singing “Mother of God, Chase Putin Out!” and clad 
in brightly colored dresses, leggings, and balaclavas, the women 
danced, kneeled, and crossed themselves in front of the doors that 
led to the cathedral’s high altar. Within less than a minute they were 
apprehended by security guards and removed from the sanctuary. 
On March 3, the day before the controversial reelection of Vladi-
mir Putin, three members of the band were arrested and charged 
with “hooliganism motivated by religious hatred.” In August they 
were convicted and sentenced to two years in prison.

Aided by social networking sites, blogs, and popular YouTube 
videos, Pussy Riot’s plight had become, by the summer of 2012, 
something of an international media sensation.9 Foreign Policy and 
Time ran articles, Amnesty International and Madonna took up 
the cause, and British prime minister David Cameron questioned 
Putin about it in a face- to- face meeting. By the spring of 2013, 
two of the women were still in custody, and one of them had gone 
on a hunger strike.10 The dominant media narrative— freedom of 
expression versus authoritarian censorship— left little room for an 
analysis of the complex role that religion played within this me-
dia event. As expected, many Orthodox clergy were quick to label 
the performance blasphemous, claiming it insulted believers and 
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violated a sacred space. The offi cial indictment drew on the same 
language, describing the performance as a sacrilegious humiliation 
of the age- old principles aimed at infl icting even deeper wounds 
to Orthodox Christians: “[the women’s] chaotically waving arms 
and legs, dancing and hopping . . . cause[ed] a negative, even more 
insulting resonance in the feelings and souls of the believers . . . 
desecrate[d] the cathedral, and offend[ed] the feelings of believ-
ers.”11 Perhaps more surprisingly, many liberals and free- speech ac-
tivists in Russia also felt that Pussy Riot had crossed the line when 
they chose the cathedral as the site of their performance; such ac-
tivities in an art gallery were one thing, in a cathedral they were 
quite another.12

The Russian Orthodox Church’s historical relationship to the 
secular power of the state has been a peculiar one. Historically 
aligned with the czars, it was driven largely underground during 
the Soviet era, thus becoming one site of opposition to party poli-
tics as usual. In recent years, however, the church has emerged as a 
potent political force in Russia, affi liated with a surging national-
ism and Putin’s hold on power.

In her closing statement at the trial, Yekaterina Samutsevich 
positioned Pussy Riot’s performance as an interruption in this ar-
rangement. The cozy relationship between church and state in con-
temporary Russia, she claimed,

has required considerable quantities of professional lighting and 
video equipment, air time on national television for hours- long 
live broadcasts, and numerous background shoots for morally 
and ethically edifying news stories, where the Patriarch’s well- 
constructed speeches would . . . help the faithful make the cor-
rect political choice during a diffi cult time for Putin preceding the 
election. . . . Our sudden musical appearance in the Cathedral of 
Christ the Savior with the song “Mother of God, Drive Putin 
Out” violated the integrity of the media image that the authori-
ties had spent such a long time generating and maintaining, and 
revealed its falsity.13

So far, the performance feels like a classic punk gesture, with 
an assist perhaps from Guy Debord: a mixture of aesthetic, politi-
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cal, and religious dissidence inserted deliberately into spaces of or-
der and control, aimed at demolishing the society of the spectacle. 
Perhaps the most relevant precursor to Pussy Riot’s “Punk Rock 
Prayer” is the intervention staged by several young Lettrist poets at 
Notre Dame Cathedral on Easter Sunday in 1950. In the middle of 
the service, Michel Mourre, dressed as a Dominican monk, climbed 
into a pulpit and began to read a sermon/poem that condemned the 
Catholic Church for “infecting the world with its funereal moral-
ity,” and announced that God was dead “so that Man may live at 
last.”14 The response was dramatic: the cathedral’s guards attacked 
with their swords, and the crowd chased Mourre and his compan-
ions out of the cathedral and down to the Seine, where they were 
apprehended by the police.

Similar as these two events were, their consequences differed 
markedly. Though the Notre Dame incident was more shocking 
and disruptive, it drew a light response from the authorities: of the 
four conspirators, only Mourre was actually arrested; he was held 
for eleven days and then released, and the event itself quickly faded 
away. By contrast, the more modest disturbance caused by Pussy 
Riot elicited the more dramatic afterlife: the draconian sentences, 
the international attention, and the clear belief on the part of the 
authorities that, accusations of blasphemy notwithstanding, the 
real stakes were political. As one of the prosecution lawyers put it: 
“Lurching behind [Pussy Riot] are the real enemies of our state and 
of the Orthodox Christianity; those who instigated this multipur-
pose provocation are hiding behind Tolokonnikova’s group, and 
[there are also others] hiding behind those who are hiding behind 
them” (“pw”).

While there are doubtless many reasons for such offi cial para-
noia, the comparison to the French case highlights one striking 
difference. Mourre’s group had conceived its gesture as boldly 
and simple- mindedly anti- religious, in the spirit of French anti- 
clericalism stretching back to the eighteenth century; Pussy Riot, 
by contrast, rejected the government’s claim that they were mo-
tivated by hatred of religion. Christianity, of course, has its own 
traditions of punk transgression: Jesus overturning the tables of 
the money changers in the temple; Martin Luther with his ninety- 
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fi ve theses nailed to the door; Jenny Geddes, the Edinburgh woman 
who allegedly hurled her stool at the minister of St. Giles Cathedral 
and sparked the English Civil War. But more interesting is the his-
tory of theological interpretation to which Pussy Riot appeals. In 
fact, all three women used their closing statements to engage in a 
debate over the meaning of the gospels themselves.

Maria Alyokhina, for example, notes a change in the historical 
disposition of the church regarding the Gospel that effectively for-
gets the role blasphemy played in the life and work of Jesus:

The Gospels are no longer understood as revelation, which they 
have been from the very beginning, but rather as a monolithic 
chunk that can be disassembled into quotations to be shoved in 
wherever necessary. . . . I think that religious truth should not be 
static, that it is essential to understand the instances and paths of 
spiritual development, the trials of a human being, his duplicity, 
his splintering. That for one’s self to form it is essential to experi-
ence these things.

Alyokhina then explicitly links the blasphemous gesture to con-
temporary art when she remarks that “all of these processes— they 
acquire meaning in art and in philosophy. Including contemporary 
art. An artistic situation can and, in my opinion, must contain its 
own internal confl ict” (“cs”). Here Alyokhina mounts a defense 
of dissidence, intervention, rupture, and confl ict— the aesthetics of 
punk, to be sure, and similar also to the language of “contradic-
tion” favored by critics like Theodor Adorno. Yet she aligns these 
oppositional gestures to what she calls “religious truth,” which 
consists of the splintering of the self and its consequent spiritual 
development that only become manifest when the Gospel is treated 
as a process of revelation rather than as a “monolithic chunk.”

Historians have noted that questions of doctrine and belief 
achieved a new importance during what is sometimes called the 
“confessional period,” when the chaotic politics of Western Eu-
rope in the aftermath of the Renaissance and Reformation led to 
an emphasis on religious uniformity. Five hundred years ago, “be-
lief” meant something quite different from what it does now. As 
Wilfred Cantwell Smith demonstrates in his classic book Faith and 
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Belief (1979), the word’s original sense implies passionate longing 
and relationship; its etymological ties to the German belieben (be-
loved), the Latin libido (pleasure), and the Old English leof (dear) 
suggest as much. To “believe” in someone was to put your trust in 
that person, hence presupposing a relationship and a certain pos-
ture or orientation— commitment, cherishing— toward that rela-
tionship, something partly captured in the Latin credo, also often 
translated as “believe.” To lose one’s belief is consequently a moral 
and emotional failing more than it is an epistemological one.15 To-
day we still sometimes try to capture this wider sense of belief with 
the word faith, understood to encompass a range of experiences, 
faculties, and dispositions, as well as cognitive “beliefs.”

But in the early modern period, in line with the development 
of modern science, belief took on an increasingly epistemological 
charge. Religion became a set of propositions in which one pro-
fessed belief; salvation depended upon believing in the correct 
package of propositions— about the substance of the Eucharist, the 
possibility of miracles, the precise mechanisms of salvation, and 
the nature of free will; and the relevant question became whether 
a particular mental state was true.16 This placed a different kind of 
burden upon individuals, who now had to grasp precisely what it 
was they were professing to believe. “The traditional view,” writes 
Peter Harrison, “had been that in the process of revelation God re-
veals himself. Now God reveals saving knowledge.” This is a new 
understanding of what it might mean to “believe” in God: instead 
of focusing on a revealed relationship, belief now focused on re-
vealed content (RE, 24– 25).17

One might suppose that Russian Orthodoxy had escaped at least 
some of these dramatic changes. But Alyokhina’s distinction be-
tween the gospels as “revelation” and the gospels as a “monolithic 
chunk” suggests that, from her perspective, at any rate, this is not 
entirely the case. She claims that the Orthodox Church is focus-
ing on the content of people’s beliefs rather than the experience of 
an unfolding revelation. And she implies what critics like Charles 
Taylor, Talal Asad, and Saba Mahmood have charged explicitly, 
namely, that the focus on the uniformity of belief is a secular pro-
cess, insofar as its real goal is the consolidation of state power 
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and governmental control over its subjects.18 Once religious belief 
becomes a matter of concern for state power, blasphemy becomes 
inseparable from a threat to the state, and thus, counterintuitively, 
Pussy Riot’s critique of offi cial culture becomes a theological, rath-
er than atheist, gesture.

The potency of that gesture becomes most clear in Yekaterina 
Samutsevich’s closing statement: “In our performance,” she writes, 
“we dared, without the Patriarch’s blessing, to unite the visual im-
agery of Orthodox culture with that of protest culture, thus sug-
gesting that Orthodox culture belongs not only to the Russian Or-
thodox Church, the Patriarch, and Putin, but that it could also 
ally itself with civic rebellion and the spirit of protest in Russia” 
(“cs”). Most striking here, perhaps, is the language of “uniting” 
Orthodox and protest culture, rather than setting them against 
each other. This is done, Samutsevich suggests, in the name of a 
democratic ideal: both cultures are (or ought to be) properties of 
the people rather than of one group or another. The performance, 
on this analysis, becomes a visual and aural demonstration of what 
Alyokhina had called “internal confl ict,” something posed by all 
three women as the space in which religious revelation happens. 
Art, religion, and politics are not conceptually separated but delib-
erately mixed up, in the name of a religious truth that extends into 
public life— an act made necessary by the process of secularization.

Round About the World

In the early 1990s, Moses Tay, the Anglican archbishop of Sin-
gapore and the primate of the Anglican Province of South- East 
Asia, visited Vancouver to attend a conference on church growth. 
In Stanley Park, Tay observed the city’s famous totem poles and 
promptly organized prayer meetings in order to exorcize their evil 
spirits. Local Anglican leaders, working hard to build a relation-
ship with native communities, were appalled. But Tay refused to 
apologize.

In his book The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global 
Christianity, the historian Philip Jenkins uses this anecdote as an 
example of the tensions between liberal Northern Christianity and 
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its more conservative Southern versions.19 And at fi rst blush the 
commotion caused by Tay’s actions does seem structured by a fa-
miliar fault line: modern liberal tolerance versus a religious intensi-
ty that had not yet been appropriately transformed and privatized, 
as if Tay and his premodern rituals lagged behind Vancouver’s lib-
eral Anglicans by several hundred years. A little refl ection, how-
ever, suggests that the iconoclastic aspect of Tay’s exorcism rests 
on a deep if unarticulated pluralism. This indeed is one of the para-
doxes of iconoclasm: in the very act of destroying the object, the 
iconoclast grants it power. For if icons and idols were really just 
dead matter, then why did early modern reformers lavish such at-
tention on their destruction, and on recording with such detail ex-
actly what they had done? Here, for example, is William Dowsing 
describing his activities in Gorleston Church near Great Yarmouth, 
East Anglia, in 1644:

In the chancel, as it is called, we . . . broke twelve apostles, carved 
in wood, and cherubims, and a lamb with a cross . . . broke in 
pieces the rails, and broke down twenty- two popish pictures of 
angels and saints. . . . Ordered eighteen angels off the roof, and 
cherubims to be taken down, and nineteen pictures on the win-
dows. . . . We brake [sic] down a cross on the steeple, and three 
stone crosses in the chancel, and a stone cross in the porch.20

Idol- breaking may well be designed to show that the object could 
not protect itself, that it was merely matter— but it also tacitly ad-
mits that the object possesses a strange power. Ironically, by ac-
cording its enemies the status of enemies, the iconoclastic tempera-
ment takes them and their objects seriously. Iconoclasm is in this 
sense the material realization of a spiritual exorcism— an acknowl-
edgment, against its own demystifying impulses, that there is more 
to things than meets the eye.

Tay’s actions go beyond even this already paradoxical situa-
tion. Most anthropologists think that the totem poles of the Pacifi c 
Northwest were never objects of worship. Christian missionaries, 
however, tended to view them through the lens of idolatry, and 
that seems to be Tay’s perspective as well. In his “misreading” of 
the poles as potent objects of veneration, then, Tay brings into be-
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ing their potency as such. What many regard as a cultural expres-
sion to be photographed, admired, and studied, Tay apparently 
regarded as something much more formidable. The fact that the 
Stanley Park totem poles rest on land formerly owned by First Na-
tions peoples adds a further layer of irony to this event. Situated as 
representatives of a “culture” and an obsolescent way of life, the 
poles- as- tourist- attraction could be seen as an example of secular-
ization, mapped onto a familiar transition from tradition to mo-
dernity. By treating them as things of power, Tay resists this seduc-
tive narrative. He is, among other things, working with a different 
time scale.

Tay’s exorcism is thus blasphemous in several directions at once. 
His actions violate the sacred space of the object itself, presumably 
offending native leaders. But they do so by creating that sacred 
space, in the same manner as God’s founding interdict in Eden: di-
vision and transgression appear once again as internal to religion. 

Fig. 1. Totem poles in Stanley Park, Vancouver. Photo by Prayitno 
Hadinata. Reproduced from Flickr in accordance with the Creative 
Commons attribution license.
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Finally, Tay’s actions, with their different temporality, also profane 
the liberal, progressive space of Stanley Park as a repository of cul-
ture to be respected.

There is more to be said about this last observation. Liberal al-
ternatives to iconoclasm— tolerance, respect for difference— can be 
iconoclastic in their own way, since they elevate reason or critical 
acumen to a place above the fray of historical and political strug-
gle. Marx makes this point in “On the Jewish Question” when 
he chastises the Young Hegelians for assuming that the criticism 
of religion is enough to banish it. Indictments of reason’s icon-
oclastic ambitions run with varying degrees of intensity through 
some of the foundational texts of modern critical theory: not only 
within Marx’s text, but within Weber’s The Protestant Ethic and 
the Spirit of Capitalism, Freud’s Civilization and Its Discontents, 
and Horkheimer and Adorno’s Dialectic of Enlightenment.21 In a 
related fashion, Charles Taylor, Talal Asad, and Stanley Fish have 
called attention to the way that critical iconoclasm legitimates it-
self by claiming to be neutral or value- free.22 And the idea that 
modern liberal tolerance neuters the very religious formations that 
its tolerance seeks to preserve is a theme variously explored by 
Kirstie McClure, Wendy Brown, and William Connolly.23 Liber-
als, to return to our example, may see exorcism as outdated, but 
Archbishop Tay recognized the Vancouver totems as sites of power. 
And indeed, by all accounts Vancouver’s Anglican establishment 
reacted more strongly to Tay than did local native leaders. In fact, 
when Tay next sought to visit the city, in 1999, it was the local 
bishop who barred his entry; progressives, in this case, were the 
ones drawing the lines.

Tay’s iconoclasm also highlights a third element, however, and 
it is the one I wish to focus on here: the politics of time. The most 
striking thing about his action is not that it exposes the preten-
tions of liberal reason but that it juxtaposes two different ways of 
measuring time: a modern time scale of tourism, appreciation, and 
respect for difference on the one hand and a non- modern scale of 
confrontation, spiritual power, and dramatic change on the other. 
Tay, it must be emphasized, is not a backwards- looking authoritar-
ian; he is a globe- trotting manager and postmodern transnational 
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actor who is, by the very same token, a conduit for a non- modern 
temporality. To perform an exorcism in Stanley Park is not so much 
to try to turn back the clock as it is to insist on the simultaneity of 
multiple clocks ticking at different rates.

Iconoclasm is the kind of thing that nowadays goes under the 
name of “creative destruction.” And like that bit of management- 
speak, it comes packaged with a strange and non- linear kind of 
temporality. Rather than letting the disenchanting path of history 
take its course by allowing idolatry to give way to superstition and 
superstition to the light of reason, iconoclasm has a more antago-
nistic and creative relationship to history. Rather than “telling the 
sequence of events like the beads of a rosary,” in the words of 
Walter Benjamin, the iconoclast “establishes a conception of the 
present as the ‘time of the now’ which is shot through with chips of 
Messianic time.”24 As Benjamin implies and as the history of icon-
oclasm bears out, the ideology of progress will not be displaced 
without some violence, real or metaphorical. “The iconoclasts,” 
writes Margaret Aston in her defi nitive account of early modern 
English idol- breakers, saw “the possibilities of controlling minds 
through imagery or the destruction of imagery, loading or unload-
ing mental processes with visual effects.”25 If there is something 
new on the horizon, it will emerge only as the result of a disruption 
in the normal course of things.

During the political and intellectual upheavals of the early mod-
ern period, the mental states of believers became a matter of inter-
est to those in authority. True religion became “a body of certain 
knowledge”— something that one could have rather than an ori-
entation that defi ned who one was. Newly equipped with qualities 
understood to belong properly to it, religion became an “outsider’s 
term,” part and parcel of a developing science of comparative re-
ligion designed to accord with the new natural sciences. Conse-
quently, a new science of religion became possible, as suggested in 
the various taxonomies that began by the early seventeenth century 
to divide the world’s “religions” into four categories: Christianity, 
Islam, Judaism, and Idolatry.26

The fi rst important English book to use the word religions in the 
plural appeared in 1613. Penned by an energetic Anglican minis-
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ter named Samuel Purchas, it was called Purchas His Pilgrimage: 
Or Relations of the World and the Religions Observed in All Ages 
and Places Discovered, from the Creation Unto This Present. If 
that title isn’t daunting enough, a glance at the table of contents 
immediately confi rms the ambition of the enterprise: even the fi rst 
and shortest edition of 1613 runs to 752 pages; by the time of the 
fourth edition of 1626, the Pilgrimage topped 1,000 pages.

Purchas believed himself to be doing something new, “an en-
terprise never yet (to my knowledge) by any, in any language, at-
tempted.”27 This was a survey of the world’s religions grouped by 
region— together, as his subtitle promised, “With briefe descrip-
tions of the countries, nations, states, discoveries, private and 
publike customes, and the most remarkable rarities of nature, or 
humane industrie, in the same.” Thus the Pilgrimage implicitly pro-
posed that the world’s religions be treated not as heresies but as the 
central element of what Purchas called “customes” and we would 
call “culture.” Indeed, he was the most infl uential early writer to 
make the crucial distinction between “religion” in the singular, by 
which he meant Christianity, and “religions” in the plural.

When it came to those religions, Purchas was struck by all the 
activity that they encouraged: sacrifi ces and rituals presided over 
by astrologers, shamans, and magicians, practices whose purpose 
was obscure but clearly central to the many social formations that 
fi lled his book almost to bursting. At home, however, the news was 
not so good. Here Purchas saw divine judgment against the sorry 
state of western Christianity wherever he turned. He stressed the 
schisms that affl icted it, “torne and rent by . . . Sects and Heresies” 
(PP, 202). Further, he was less than impressed with village ministers 
who “onely read the service . . . and never studie for more.” “Even 
the Heathen shall rise up in judgment against them,” he wrote, for 
his literary pilgrimage showed that most of the world’s religions 
involved the doing of many things. Perhaps, Purchas supposed, 
reading of all this activity taking place elsewhere would inspire 
the sleeping guardians of the true religion at home, since “other-
wise, for outward and bodily ceremonies, the Turkes and Jewes in 
their manifold devotions in their Oratories every day, and other 
Heathen would convince us of Idlenesse” (PP, 7). His title pages, in 
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their virtually endless taxonomy and their range from Asia to Afri-
ca to the Americas, implicitly recognized this new historical reality 
and demonstrated the kind of energy that would be needed to meet 
its challenge. In the new global marketplace of religion, England’s 
slumbering Christians needed a prod from the global cultures to 
which they suddenly found themselves connected.

For Purchas, the somnolence of the country clergy required the 
wake- up call of a religiously plural world. Turks, Jews, even “Hea-
thens,” will “rise up in judgment” against this complacency. And 
if Purchas is in this sense the fi rst face of global Anglicanism, who 
better than Archbishop Tay to represent its latest? For Tay, too, the 
story of the West is one of spiritual decline, a drugged sleep verging 
on death. As he wrote in his 2009 autobiography, “The pathetic 
spiritual state of the Church in the West did not happen overnight. 
In my travels to minister in churches in the West, I had already 
noted how far the churches had departed from scriptural norms, 
even when huge allowances were made for cultural differences.”28 
From this angle, Tay’s actions in Stanley Park were not addressed 
to the totem poles but to the “pathetic” Anglicans who fail to see 
that these expressions of a different culture also pose a fundamen-
tal challenge to their somnolent way of life. Like Purchas’s “Hea-
thens,” the totem poles stand in judgment. But one can only see 
this if one also sees the totems as more than objects in which the 
past merely congeals. As critics of the “Church in the West,” the 
totem poles are active historical presences. In the formulations of 
Purchas and Tay both, history is layered and complex rather than 
progressive and linear.

In his own meditations on history, Benjamin speculates that 
something about the present situation might “concentrate” an ear-
lier moment, “such that everything past . . . can acquire a high-
er grade of actuality than it had in the moment of its existing.”29 
Rather than mere events fi lling the “homogenous, empty time” of 
modernity, Benjamin claims the past as the potential site of an in-
tervention in the present (I, 261). This struggle against the age, si-
multaneously a struggle against the phenomenology of secular time 
and its idols, demands a certain kind of political activism on the 
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part of a writer, who must “blast a specifi c era out of the homoge-
nous course of history” (I, 263). It likewise demands the intellectu-
al posture that Benjamin refers to as an “awakening” (AP, 458). As 
if progress, as mere history of cause and effect giving meaning to 
the empty time of modernity, has also put us to sleep. And as if the 
point of criticism is to wake us up from this secular slumber, from 
what Purchas called “Lethargie,” and become alive once again to 
the multiple possibilities that adhere to each moment.

And so it came to pass that in January 2000, over the objection 
of the archbishop of Canterbury, Moses Tay, together with Em-
manuel Kolini, the archbishop of Rwanda, consecrated two North 
American bishops. This led in short order to the creation of the 
amia (Anglican Mission in the Americas) and the remarkable phe-
nomenon of Anglican clergy and congregations in Virginia, South 
Carolina, Texas, Toronto, Vancouver, and elsewhere under the 
jurisdiction of various conservative bishops in the global South, 
including those from Rwanda, the Congo, and Singapore. The 
group’s website claims that it has added a new North American 
congregation every three weeks for eight straight years.30 One can 
perhaps imagine Tay updating Purchas, addressing liberal North 
American Anglicans like this: “Look! the heathens have indeed ris-
en up in judgment against you; they are right here, in Stanley Park 
and elsewhere, but you are too sleepy to notice. We global Angli-
cans, we who have seen the world, who are from the world, know 
better. We are awake.”

Pussy Riot and Moses Tay struggle in their different ways with 
the legacies of the early modern European nation- state, with its fo-
cus on belief, and its now deeply familiar blend of religious priva-
tization and state sponsorship.31 In that formation, spaces— the 
space of the nation and the public but also the cathedral and the 
park— are conceptualized as secular, in the specifi c sense that they 
are places where we encounter the offi cial division between private 
belief and public action. I have argued that in response to this colo-
nization of space, both Pussy Riot and Tay try to activate a politics 
of time: of revelation, of creative destruction, and of a past “blast-
ed” (to use Benjamin’s violent verb) out of its congealed and homo-
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geneous course and into a dynamic relationship with the present. 
Although the contents and contexts of these actions are historically 
distinct, both gestures share a formal structure. By crossing real or 
imaginary lines, the form of blasphemy also crosses time zones and 
temporal boundaries.

The Lone and Level Sands

Scholars of religion have long been fascinated with the so- called 
Axial Age, approximately 700– 200 bce, when most of the world’s 
major religious and ethical systems emerged independently: foun-
dational texts of Judaism, Zoroastrianism, Hinduism, Platonism, 
Confucianism, and Buddhism all date to this period.32 In many ac-
counts this emergence is understood as a “development” of religion 
away from primitive, community- based polytheism and toward a 
more sophisticated spiritual vision. Advances in agriculture during 
this period meant the advent of surplus wealth and increased lei-
sure time. Leisure time lead in turn to a more complex interior life, 
and thus a more richly developed spirituality.

Before monotheism, however, was the State. Durkheim proposed 
that primitive polytheist religions ensured social cohesion by refer-
ring social confl ict to forces outside of human history and under-
standing. In The Disenchantment of the World, Marcel Gauchet 
takes the argument a step further: once political domination enters 
human history in the form of the state, he argues, social confl icts 
are not neutralized but rather exacerbated. There is suddenly an 
objective division between those who are on the side of power and 
those who are not. The order of the world moves from being re-
ceived to being imposed, and this invites a debate— unimaginable 
heretofore— about the meaning of the social whole.33 Gauchet ar-
gues that without this prior transformation effected by the state, 
primitive religion could not have taken the decisive turn toward 
monotheism, with its characteristic opposition between worldly 
and otherworldly power.

But if the state sets the conditions for the emergence of mono-
theism, what happens when the state fades away? Such is the ques-
tion Percy Shelley asks in his 1818 sonnet, “Ozymandias”:
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I met a traveller from an antique land,
Who said— “Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert . . . Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal, these words appear:
My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings,
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.”34

Shelley’s sonnet moves with dizzying rapidity through a series of 
narrative frames: it begins with a speaking “I,” addressing the au-
dience, shifts to the “traveller” addressing the speaker, and then 
by way of the epitaph arrives fi nally at Ozymandias addressing his 
people. These frames work to distance the reader from the immedi-
acy of experience, echoing and enacting at the level of construction 
the very temporal consciousness that the poem thematizes.

The Ozymandias of Shelley’s poem is the Pharaoh Ramesses II 
(or Ramesses the Great), who ruled from 1279 to 1213 bce. He 
was the most enthusiastic builder of monuments since the age of 
the pyramids, fi fteen hundred years earlier; indeed, as the poem 
tells us, his “works” are the means by which he stamps his pow-
er throughout his domain. Like other long- ruling pharaohs, Ra-
messes was deifi ed while still alive, thereby combining in himself 
both temporal and divine authority. But such an elevation also, 
of course, brings the gods to earth and entangles them in human 
history. This is only exacerbated when the pharaoh/god marks 
out some of his people for discriminatory treatment. What does it 
mean when certain people under the god’s domain are not on his 
side? This question matters for the history of religion, for accord-
ing to tradition Ramesses II is the pharaoh of the Exodus narrative. 
In the third chapter of that book, Yahweh tells Moses that he has 
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been watching as the Egyptians mistreat the Israelites; he has been 
suffering along with them, and now has a plan to rescue them and 
bring them to a new land. In other words, there are now two gods: 
the god of the state (Ramesses/Ozymandias), and this new god 
(Yahweh, who claims to be an old god) who will call his chosen 
people out of the state and into a new relationship with the divine.

But how does this new god talk to his people while remaining at 
the same time wholly Other? In the story of the burning bush, we 
see, as it were, monotheism theorized for the fi rst time:

There the angel of yhwh appeared to [Moses] in a fl ame of fi re 
out of a bush; he looked, and the bush was blazing, yet it was 
not consumed. . . . When yhwh saw that he had turned aside to 
see, God called to him out of the bush, “Moses, Moses!” And he 
said, “Here I am.” Then he said, “Come no closer! Remove the 
sandals from your feet, for the place on which you are standing 
is holy ground.”. . . And Moses hid his face, for he was afraid to 
look at God. (Exodus 3:2, 4– 6)

One cannot imagine this moment outside of the state that gives it 
meaning, for it is the pharaoh’s mistreatment of the Israelites that 
creates the need for another kind of god. The contrast between 
this new god and the state power from which it takes its departure 
could not be more stark. States seek to extend their sovereignty 
and expand their sphere of infl uence; they go to war not so much 
to eliminate others as to assimilate them. Indeed, Ramesses II de-
voted most of his rule to expanding the boundaries of his empire 
by fi ghting wars in Syria and Nubia. With similar imperial aims, he 
signed what is believed to be the fi rst peace treaty in history, with 
the Hittites. Such political domination aims to universalize. That 
is the function of monuments, of the “works” that Ozymandias 
instructs his hearers to look upon. He cares not that his subjects 
“believe” in him, but rather that they acknowledge his power.

By contrast, Yahweh particularizes. He chooses a specifi c peo-
ple, calls them away from their entanglement with the state, allows 
no treaties with outsiders, and builds monuments not with stone 
but with his faithfulness through time:
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But Moses said to God, “If I come to the Israelites and say to 
them, ‘The God of your ancestors has sent me to you,’ and they 
ask me, ‘What is his name?’ what shall I say to them?” God said 
to Moses, “I AM WHO I AM.” (Exodus 3:13– 14)

The clear contrast here between the scattered remains of Ozyman-
dias and the constant self- identity of Yahweh is built upon two 
distinct acts of naming: “My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings” 
and “I AM WHO I AM.” The fi rst, an inscription on a monument, 
presents itself as an epitaph, and immediately refers the reader be-
yond itself: “Look on my works.” In Shelley’s poem the epitaph is 
vertiginous precisely because there are no works left to look upon. 
The second act of naming, of course, is radically different, for it 
points not beyond itself but, tautologically, back to itself. There 
is nothing external that secures Yahweh’s identity. He simply is by 
virtue of his speech act, and is therefore protected from the kinds 
of historical contingencies that have doomed Ozymandias.

It is no accident that Coleridge tried to build an entire theory 
of poetic imagination upon the foundation of “I AM.” The lyric 
voice seems to demand such assertions of identity. This may lead 
to a deepening of the experience, but it also defi nes its limits. By 
establishing holy ground, where identity is secure, Yahweh also 
makes it possible to imagine a profane space, where things are a 
little less clear. Moses immediately grasps the signifi cance of this: 
“and when they ask me, ‘What is his name?’ what shall I say to 
them?” he asks. In the spatialized world over which Ozymandias/
Pharaoh has dominion, such a question is inconceivable: questions 
of identity are simply referred to the evidence of sovereign power: 
“look on my works.” Only with the new order announced from 
the burning bush does that question become pressing, for Yahweh 
has no works to display.

Yahweh’s answer, for its part, defi nitively inserts Moses into 
the temporal dynamics of divinity rather than the spatial dynam-
ics of the state: Moses, says Yahweh, should tell the Israelites that 
“‘YHWH, the God of your ancestors, the God of Abraham, the 
God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, has sent me to you.’ This is my 
name forever, and this my title for all generations” (Exodus 3:15). 
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The sign of this god is carried in language, memory, and tradition 
rather than through the organization of space.

The moral of Shelley’s sonnet seems rather obvious: time will 
destroy all the works of human hands. But its more surprising 
implication— which runs against the grain of modern theories of 
religion and the state— is that political domination creates mono-
theism as a form of resistance to the state, a blasphemy against tem-
poral power that turns it into a “lifeless thing.” The state may pass 
away, but the spiritual vision to which it gave rise, and which builds 
its monuments in the heart rather than on the sand, seems impervi-
ous to such dismembering. It defi nes a vast fi eld for itself outside the 
purview of temporal power. Of course, it is diffi cult to hold onto 
this new vision, which is why throughout the exodus Moses has to 
keep calling the people back from their old gods, who took material 
form, and to the new god, whom they cannot see.

There is one more turn to the Exodus narrative. We know who 
Yahweh is, because he tells us; but what do we know of the hu-
man actors in this drama? Shelley’s poem constructs its sense of 
layered historical vistas as if the reader were tuning in on a conver-
sation that had begun long before. The opening address— “I met 
a traveller”— comes without context: where are we? who is speak-
ing? When the traveler takes over, he too begins abruptly: “Two 
vast and trunkless legs of stone stand in the desert.” Whatever 
question might have elicited this abrupt piece of information has 
disappeared, and as a result, one feels in this poem not the massive 
sweep of chronological history but rather dislocation and disjunc-
tion, much like the dismembered body of Ozymandias himself. To 
be sure, this sense of dislocation ironizes the king’s assertion of 
self- identity as the “King of Kings.” As the traveler notes, perhaps 
a bit too cleverly, there is nothing here aside from remains— that 
is, bits and pieces, fragments. More telling, though, is the contrast 
between those fragments and the poem’s own lyric voice, fashioned 
as simultaneously assured and anonymous: “I met a traveller.” If 
time scatters pieces of Ozymandias across the desert like so many 
abandoned toys, then all that remains are the kinds of fl eeting, dis-
concerting encounters contained in phrases like “I met.” Although 
we can deduce that it is Yahweh, the god without a face, who is re-
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sponsible for shattering Ozymandias’s visage, he leaves behind no 
tautological assertion of identity upon which to build. No “I am,” 
then; only an “I met.” The poem is not, fi nally, about Ramesses; it 
is about the traveler, or more accurately about the meeting between 
an unnamed traveler and an unnamed speaker. Who is this traveler 
from an antique land, and why is he telling this particular story in 
this particular way? What routes has this story traveled in order to 
get here? Who have been its caretakers? Part of the poem’s power 
hinges on the fact that we can’t answer these questions.

Meeting Blasphemy’s Anonymous Face

In his important meditation on blasphemy and secular criticism, 
Talal Asad writes that in the modern West, accusations of blas-
phemy tend to be interpreted against a background of negative lib-
erty. If, as the early modern reformers seem to have thought, we do 
indeed possess our beliefs the way that we possess property, then 
banning certain speech acts because they are blasphemous seems 
like a denial of free expression. But it is an open question whether 
we really do own our beliefs or desires in this way— or whether, as 
appears more likely, they arrive trailing their own kinds of coer-
cion, originating perhaps from cultural norms, from habitus, from 
love, or from comportment as well as religious traditions and faith 
commitments.35

Asad uses this observation to highlight secularism’s blindness to 
its own coercions. I would like to draw out a different implication. 
Skepticism about a notion of religious belief that is cognitive, vol-
untary, and self- enclosed should also entail skepticism about defi -
nitions of blasphemy that emphasize the individuals who are of-
fended and the spaces where the offense takes place. It is fi nally 
anonymity, indeed depersonalization, that Shelley’s sonnet accom-
plishes so strikingly. The Pussy Riot event gives a clear example of 
the intellectual and political stakes of this move. Russian authori-
ties accused the group of “desecrating the cathedral, and offending 
the feelings of believers.” This charge emphasizes that the perfor-
mance violated two kinds of space: the sacred area of the cathedral 
and the interior domain of the individual conscience. In response, 
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Pussy Riot stressed the temporal dimensions of its performance, po-
litically in terms of the electoral situation and the history of opposi-
tion in Russia and theologically in terms of revelation as an unfold-
ing that happens in time. This line of defense may very well have 
been a strategic decision on the part of the women, but the sincerity 
of their response is not really the issue; indeed, to focus on whether 
Pussy Riot really believed what they were saying naturalizes cogni-
tive mental states to the virtual exclusion of everything else.

This is a lesson partially lost on the human rights community, 
who have for obvious reasons tended to personalize “Nadya, Ma-
sha, and Katya”; advocates refer to their youth and their young 
children; media outlets lavish particular attention on the telege-
nic Nadezhda Tolokonnikova. To wit, a recent hbo documenta-
ry, Pussy Riot: A Punk Prayer (2013), focuses on the personalities 
and life stories of the three imprisoned women, revealing “the real 
people behind the balaclava- clad protesters.”36 In the midst of this 
public- relations campaign, the writer for Foreign Policy, checking 
in with a couple of Pussy Riot members a year after the initial 
performance, found himself rather fl ummoxed: “It’s an odd sort 
of publicity tour. For security reasons, ‘Fara’ and ‘Shaiba,’ who 
appeared to be in their 20s, did not provide their real names, did 
not allow themselves to be photographed without their trademark 
balaclavas, and refused to discuss details about their backgrounds 
or travel itineraries.”37

From the perspective I have been outlining here, this refusal to 
become a person is by far the most interesting thing about Pussy 
Riot.38 Indeed, one might say that the balaclavas are the whole 
point. They are of course a feminist response to a patriarchal cul-
ture that values women primarily as sexual objects. But the bright 
colors are inviting and playful rather than aggressive, and that 
surely accounts for their ready adoption beyond the ranks of the 
collective itself. Protestors around the globe have donned balacla-
vas as a sign of solidarity with Pussy Riot and of dissent from offi -
cial culture; as the anonymous collective expands, it transcends the 
boundaries of nation, language, and religion. Potentially, we could 
all join Pussy Riot. This is an “odd sort of publicity tour” if you 
think that the point of publicity is self- disclosure. But if the poten-
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tial power of anonymity is the point, then the refusal to remove the 
balaclava is exactly right.

I should emphasize that I am interpreting the balaclavas not (or 
not merely) as an ironic comment on the society of the spectacle 
but as something more earnest: a vehicle of revelation paradoxical-
ly dependent upon its impersonality. Revelation is a process, and 
what it reveals is not a person (“I am”) but a relation (“I met”). 
Like all relations, revelation unfolds over time. This is not the ho-
mogeneous empty time that Benjamin associated with modernity, 
to be “fi lled up” by human activity the way we might fi ll a pitcher 
of water. Rather, it is the time of anonymity, of layers, of loops 
and surprises; at certain key moments it is laden with signifi cance. 
And although it does not map neatly onto our usual categories, 
there is a politics to this kind of time. The reactionary tradition of 
global Anglicanism that stretches from Samuel Purchas to Moses 
Tay shares with Pussy Riot’s oppositional stance a faith (if faith is 
the right word) in the event of revelation. This takes the form of 
a dramatic interruption of secular time by a completely different 

Fig. 2. Pussy Riot protestors in balaclavas. Photo by Grüne Bund-
estagsfraktion. Reproduced from Flickr in accordance with the Cre-
ative Commons attribution license.
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temporal order. Played out simultaneously in sites where moderni-
ty meets tradition, and in a global media sphere that exists (almost) 
everywhere but nowhere in particular, these events call upon older 
histories and refuse linear progress in favor of temporalities that 
promiscuously mix the old and new. Revelation does not just hap-
pen; it must be brought into being through an act simultaneously 
critical and creative.

Shelley’s sonnet, which I have read here as an oblique interpre-
tation of the origin of monotheism, also asserts the power of time. 
And though it may seem that the leveling sands will have the fi nal 
word in that poem, the time that shatters the old god also creates 
the possibility of a new one. A faceless god, this time, for Ozy-
mandias’s scattered countenance prefi gures a god who speaks from 
burning bushes and directly into the heart and, strangely enough, 
seems to be seeking a relation with human beings rather than a 
kingdom where he can rule. Perhaps we could say that this god 
doesn’t draw a line in the sand, that there is no line to be crossed, 
and that this god’s best— indeed, only— messengers are anonymous 
travelers far from home.
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